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Abstract: Network node functions, such as QoS or the security
functions of routers, are becoming increasingly complex, so
programs, not only configuration parameters, are required to
control network nodes.  In a policy-based network, a policy is
defined at a policy server as a set of rules that deployed at net-
work nodes where it must be translated into an executable pro-
gram or parameters.  Thus, a policy must be represented by a
form in which the syntax and semantics are clearly defined, and
which can be mechanically translated into an executable pro-
gram.  This is possible if the policy is written in an appropriate
rule-based programming language.  This paper describes such a
language in which functions required for DiffServ can be
specified for the interface between a policy server and network
nodes.  In this language, a policy rule can be composed using
predefined primitive building blocks and control structures.

1. Introduction
A policy server is used for controlling QoS functions in a Diff-
Serv (differentiated services) [Ber 99] domain.  The operator
defines, modifies, or deletes end-to-end policies.  The policy
server decomposes the policies into node policy rules that clas-
sify packets and control the QoS conditions of packets, and
configures routers or other network nodes in the domain by
deploying or undeploying the policy rules.  There are several
alternatives for the interface between a policy server and net-
work nodes.  SNMP or COPS [Boy 00] can be used as a proto-
col between the server and the nodes.  CLIs (command language
interfaces) designed for human operators are also often used for
a policy server.  APIs can be specified for both the policy-server
side and the router side.  If CORBA is used to define the APIs,
IIOP [OMG 98] will be used as the protocol.  This paper fo-
cuses on the representation of node policies that are conveyed
by these interfaces.

All these interfaces work well when the policy is fairly sim-
ple.  However, policies will soon become very complicated be-
cause both the services provided by a provider and the providers
themselves will be differentiated and coexist in the Internet.  If
we have to specify complicated policies, a problem arises.  Be-
cause the grammar (i.e., syntax and semantics) of these inter-
faces is limited, the expressive power of the interfaces is far
from sufficient.  Thus, there are large syntactic and semantic
gaps between a policy server and network nodes.  A particular
problem is that a complicated system should be built by using a
type of building blocks, but the above interfaces do not support
any building-block architecture.

The syntax of SNMP is limited because, basically, only one
value at a time can be handled, i.e., get or set, by SNMP.  Al-
though bulk data can be read in SNMPv2, this is not done in a
structured way: no properly means, i.e., control structures, are
given.  The syntax of an API is also limited because the only
possible syntax is a function call.  This is better than a single
value syntax, but again no control structure is given.

The semantics of SNMP, COPS, or an API are also limited
because no relationships between nor constraints on the values
passed through these interfaces can be described.  For example,
sometimes two or more values must be set simultaneously, but
this is not possible through SNMP.  Another example is that
sometimes two or more functions must be called concurrently,
and this is not possible through a usual API.

Lack of grammar may be compensated by defining a protocol
usage, such as COPS for provisioning [Rei 00].  However, even
if the usage defines the grammar, it may be easily violated be-
cause no method is given for proving its correctness.  Thus, for
the sake of interoperability, the grammar must be specified ex-

plicitly, and there must be means to test the correctness.  Even if
a low-level protocol, such as SNMP or COPS, is standardized, it
does not guarantee interoperability at higher levels.

I believe the alternative interface should be a rule-based
programming language because a language is defined by a
grammar.  Because the problem is the limitation of the grammar,
the grammar should be defined in the form of a language.

We also need programming because policy-based control is a
matter of programming.  Network nodes have been configured
using only parameters (data) because the nodes have been sim-
ple.  However, we now need programs for configuration because
the node functions to be configured are much more complex in
today’s network nodes, e.g., QoS-ready routers.  Policy rules
contain something that affects the behavior of the node.  Thus,
they are not just data, but are programs.

The language is rule-based because policies are, and should
be, rule-based.  A policy usually consists of policy rules which
are if-then rules.

In the policy information models defined by the IETF Policy
Framework WG, policy rules are defined using the Common
Information Model (CIM) [DMT 99].  They are defined de-
claratively and regarded as data (i.e., configuration parameters).
However, as explained above, policies must actually be trans-
lated into executable programs in network nodes.  Operations
for handling policies, such as addition, modification, or dele-
tion, can be defined in these models because the information
models are object-oriented.  However, these are meta-level op-
erations, and no method for handling object-level operations
(i.e., such as classification, policing, or shaping) is supplied in
these models.  In addition, dataflow-based computation, which
is the natural representation of packet flow processing, cannot
be described using the UML [OMG 99] that CIM is based on.

Defining a program declaratively and translating it into an
operational program is difficult if the policy is complicated.
However, such translation is possible if the program representa-
tion is properly selected.  In the field of artificial intelligence,
knowledge representations were extensively studied in the
1970s and 1980s, and rule-based programming languages, es-
pecially logic programming languages (such as Prolog) were
developed.  These languages are declarative and operational
simultaneously.  We can apply the results of such research.

In this paper, a building-block architecture based on a rule-
based language called SNAP (Structured Network programming
by And-Parallel language) is proposed.  In this architecture,
primitive building blocks are defined as rules that can be com-
bined using several control structures.  New large building
blocks can also be defined using the primitive building blocks
and the control structures.  The syntax and semantics of the
language are rich enough for our purpose, but not excessively
complex.  The building-block architecture is described in Sec-
tion 2.  The syntax and semantics of SNAP, including the defi-
nition of primitive building blocks, is explained in Section 3.
Language and building block issues are discussed in Section 4.

2. A Building-Block Architecture
A model of network nodes and network domains based on
building blocks are described in this section.

Network nodes usually consists of network interfaces and
switches or routing processors between them.  In routers with
flexible functions, such as functions for DiffServ, the interfaces
are programmable (i.e., they can be flexibly configured).  In this
model, the interface contains programmable building blocks,
such as filters, policers, or schedulers, which are described in
Section 3.2.  The parameters in building blocks can be set, and a



program, i.e., a combination of functions, can be created by
connecting the building blocks.  Thus, a program can be repre-
sented by a directed acyclic graph (DAG).  The order of func-
tions and the program structure are restricted because
inbound/outbound units are not general-purpose and there are
orders and structures that cannot be realized by the units be-
cause router functions are vendor-dependent.  This building
block architecture enables various router functions to be de-
scribed by using a limited number of primitive elements.

A network domain can be modeled as follows.  The function
of each network node is represented by connected building
blocks,  and they are connected each other.  This connection
corresponds to lines in the network (but maybe corresponds to
virtual lines).  So the network is also modeled by a DAG.

The network contains edge and core routers, and the edge
routers have edge interfaces and both edge and core routers
have core interfaces.  In DiffServ, IP packets are classified at
ingress (inbound) edge interfaces, and are marked in their DS
field [Nic 98].  The value in the DS field is called the DSCP,
and indicates the service class that the packet belongs to.  At
core interfaces, the QoS conditions of the packets are controlled
according to the DSCP.

IP packets are classified by using a classifier.  A classifier
uses a set of filtering conditions, and each condition corre-
sponds to an action.  Each set of a condition and a correspond-
ing action can be regarded as an if-then rule:

if (condition) action;
This rule works for each packet.  The behavior of an interface
can be specified using a set of if-then rules.

Classifiers used at ingress edge interfaces are called MF
(multi-field) classifiers.  An MF classifier checks mainly the
following five items: the source and destination IP address, the
IP protocol, and the source and destination IP port.  The action
taken as the result of classification is usually marking, which
means assigning a DSCP to the DS field of the packets.  A ex-
ample policy rule for an MF classifier is:

if (SrcIP == 192.168.0.1 && SrcPort == 80)
DSCP = 46; // 46 means EF (expedited forwarding) (a)

A different type of classifiers are used at core and egress
edge interfaces.  They are called BA (basic aggregate) classifi-
ers.  A BA classifier checks the DSCP.  A resulting action may
be to assign a priority to the queue used for the packets.

3. SNAP: A Stream-oriented Language for the
Building-Block Approach

A programming language, SNAP, for the building-block ap-
proach is defined, and building blocks for DiffServ are shown in
this section.  A comparison of this approach with another rule-
based one will be described by Kanada [Kan 00b].

3.1 Outline of SNAP
In this language, the building blocks are rules (predicates) used
to input packet streams (usually only one) and output a packet
stream.  So a simple building block, bb, can be written as:

bb(Si, So).
Si is the input packet stream and So is the output packet stream.
SNAP is similar to a parallel logic programming language (a
committed-choice and-parallel language), such as GHC
[Ued 85], Parlog [Cla 86], or Concurrent Prolog
[Sha 86].  SNAP is also similar to a dataflow language
[Fin 96].  The grammar must be defined using formal
methods.  However, they are defined in an informal
way in this paper.

In general, each building block is described as:
class_name[parameters](si1, si2, …, sin, so).

Here, class_name is the class of rules,  the arguments,
si1, si2, …, sin are the input packet streams, and so is
the output packet stream.  Also, parameters are the
parameters that define a specific rule, i.e.,

class_name[parameters] means a rule instance.
For example, rule a can be expressed in SNAP as follows.
filter_mark(Si, So) :–

filter[SrcIP = 192.168.0.1, SrcPort = 80](Si, S1),
mark[DSCP = 46](S1, So).

In this policy rule, filter_mark is the rule name (i.e., the name of
the building block).  All the names that begin with a capital
letter are variables.  Variables can be assigned only once in
SNAP.  However, they are not logical variables, as are used in
logic programming languages.  The first term, filter, inputs Si
and passes only packets whose source IP address is 192.168.0.1
and whose source port is 80 through the packet stream S1.  The
second term, mark, inputs S1, marks all the packets in S1, and
outputs them into the output stream So.

A conditional expression is written using a case structure:
or( c1 | a1 ;  c2 | a2 ;  … ;  cn | an )

Here, c1, c2, …, cn are building blocks that filter the packets,
and they work as conditions.  (They are called guards in GHC.)
Building blocks a1, a2, …, an are actions.  If stream si is input-
ted to the case structure, si is inputted to all the conditions.  If ci
(i = 1, …, n) outputs stream si, si is inputted to ai.  The same
packet must not be included in any two of the streams s1, s2, …,
sn, i.e., the conditions must be exclusive.

A policy may contain meters and multiple actions that de-
pend on the metering results.  For example, the following pol-
icy, expressed in a C-like informal language, contains a meter
(“average_rate <= 1Mbps”) and three sequences of actions
(“dscp = 46; …”, “discard”, and “dscp = 0; …”).

if (SrcIP == 192.168.1.*) {
if (average_rate <= 1Mbps) {

dscp = 46;  queue_priority = high;
} else { // If the packet is out of the bandwidth limit

discard; //    The packet is discarded.
};

} else {
dscp = 0;  queue_priority = low;

};
In our method, the above policy can be expressed as:

ef_ingress(Si, So) :– // Building block ef_ingress inputs
// stream Si and outputs stream So.

or(filter[SrcIP = 192.168.1.*](Si, C1) |
or(meter[Average_rate_max = 1Mbps](C1, P1) |

mark[DSCP = 46](P1, M1)
 ; otherwise(C1, P2) |  discard(P2) )

  ; otherwise(Si, Sother) |
mark[DSCP = 0](Sother, Sother1) ),

schedule[Algorithm = priority](M1, Sother1, So).
This policy can be applied by using the following expression:

ef_ingress(S1, S2).
The structure of the above rule is illustrated in Figure 1.  In

the above program, ef_ingress is the policy name.  Only two
alternatives are specified in the outer case structure.  However,
there are usually more, maybe tens of thousands of, filters as
alternatives.  The stream C1 is inputted to the inner case struc-
ture.  The policing rule passes some of the packets.  The output
stream satisfies the metering condition.  For example, the band-

Policing:Classification:

otherwise ? Discarding:
 Algorithm=all

Scheduling:
high
low
Algorithm=prioritycase

Source_ip ==
192.168.1.* ?

Average_rate
<= 1Mbps ?

Marking:
DSCP = 46

case

Si C1 P1

P2

M1 So

Marking:
DSCP = 0

otherwise ? Sother
Sother1

Figure 1.  Connection between building-block rules



width of the output stream P1 in the above metering rule is lim-
ited to 1 Mbps.  The packets in P1 are marked and put into a
queue.  The stream So is the output stream from the queue.  The
condition “otherwise” passes the packets that do not pass
through any other condition.  So, a packet in C1 belongs to P1
or P2, but not both.  The building blocks from this example are
explained in the next subsection.

3.2 Building blocks for DiffServ
Six types of primitive building blocks are defined for DiffServ:
filtering, metering, marking, discarding, scheduling, and merg-
ing rules.  Previous versions of these building blocks were de-
scribed by Kanada [Kan 99][Kan 00a], and the detail will be
described by Kanada [Kan 00b].  The order and repetition of
rule applications are shown in Figure 2.  (Case structures and
merging rules are omitted here.)  Metering rules can be repeated
because a flow can be policed with two or more conditions, and
two or more out-profile traffic streams can be handled differ-
ently.  Scheduling rules can be repeated because a hierarchical
scheduler is sometimes required.  Use of a case structure enables
a stream to fork at filtering and policing rules, and a use of a
merging rule enables multiple streams to join.

+---------+ or or
-->| Filter |---------------+-+------------------------------+-->

+---------+ ^ | | ^ ^ |
| +---------+ | | +---------+ | | +---------+ |
+-| Meter |-+ +->| Marker |-+ +-|Scheduler|-+
+---------+ | +---------+ +---------+

|
| +---------+
+->|Discarder|

+---------+

Figure 2.  Possible connection between building-block rules

4. Discussions
The policy representation proposed in this paper is a rule-based
dataflow representation.  There are two other types of policy
representations: recursive representations and non-rule-based
dataflow representations.  We compare these three here.

First, recursive representations and the representation in
SNAP are compared.  The information models developed in the
IETF Policy WG are recursive representations.  For example, a
policy condition (the “if” part of a policy) may recursively con-
tain another policy condition, so an arbitrarily nested condition
can be described.  This is powerful, but an overly complicated
condition that is not understandable and cannot be implemented
can be easily described.  In the representation in SNAP, a com-
plicated condition must be decomposed into two or more build-
ing blocks, which are probably more understandable and more
easily implemented.  In addition, the data structures in recursive
representations are trees, and shared structures (i.e. DAGs) can-
not be expressed using policy representations.  DAGs can be
expressed in SNAP.  Thus, optimized conditions, such as the
results of common expression elimination (i.e., the elimination
of the same subconditions), can be expressed in SNAP.

If a policy action (the “then” part of a policy) can contain a
policy rule recursively, which is not the case in the IETF infor-
mation models, an arbitrarily complicated action can be com-
posed from primitive actions and conditions.  However, because
the action part will work as a procedural program, this type of
“policy rule” will not actually be a rule.

Second, non-rule-based dataflow representations and the
representation in SNAP are compared.  The conceptual model of
Diffserv-ready routers [Ber 00], and the Diffserv MIB [Bak 99]
and Diffserv PIB [Fin 00] that are based on the model, are
packet-flow (dataflow) based, not rule-based.  Thus, the corre-
spondence between a rule-based policy and a traffic control
block (TCB) built using the building blocks is not clear.  This
correspondence is clear in the representation in SNAP.

In addition, in representations such as the DiffServ MIB, a
classifier consists of a sequence of building blocks that corre-
spond to filtering conditions.  So the evaluation order of the
“policy rules” is strictly specified.  This strict ordering of se-
mantics encourages the user to write non-exclusive filtering
conditions that make the program less modular, less under-
standable, and more difficult to parallelize.

5. Conclusion
A rule-based language, called SNAP, for the interface between a
policy server and network nodes has been described.  SNAP
enables policies and new building blocks to be composed using
existing building blocks and case structures.  This architecture
enables the description of policies that are interoperable and that
simultaneously use various (including vendor-dependent) func-
tions of the network nodes.  Future work will include the de-
tailed specification and implementation of SNAP on a policy
server and the routers of several vendors.
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